Remotes
including Air4 V Plus 128 and Air4 V 64

Remotes
Silca Air4 is the complete solution to duplicate residential
remotes for garage doors, gates, barriers and awnings.
The range of Air4 remotes combines a modern design with
state-of-the-art technology and includes different models to
cover the vast majority of remotes available on the market,
including 128bit models. The range covers fixed and rolling code
remotes, remotes using quartz technology and with frequencies
ranging from 27 to 40.685 MHz, and from 433.92 to 868.35 MHz.

Catalogue and tutorial videos
available online in MYKEYS Pro
MYKEYS Pro includes the complete
online catalogue of all the original
remotes that can be copied with the Air4
range, paired with photos, full technical
details and video tutorials illustrating the
duplicating procedure.

Search by brand and model

Main Features
Widest remotes coverage
With Air4 remotes you can duplicate the
largest variety of fixed and rolling code
remotes available on the European market.
Duplicate 128bit remotes
The Air4 V Plus 128 duplicates Cardin®
128bit remotes, FAAC® and Genius®
‘slave’ remotes in around a minute and
is automatically updated with new
applications via the Easy Scan Plus and
Air4 Remote Programming Software.
Simple duplication procedure
Duplicate your customers’ remotes quickly and easily thanks to the head-to-head
automatic add-on, self learning frequencies function and simple programming
procedure. The procedure is even easier
with the Silca Easy Scan Plus device and
Air4 Remote Programming software.

Broadens the selling opportunity
Offer not only duplication but also
greater convenience. Customers can
replace up to four different remotes with
just one single device.
Choice of 5 colours
Available in red, powder blue, ivory,
graphite and dove grey, Air4 has
contoured push buttons and a lanyard
for easy attachment to key rings.
The Air4 Q remotes are available in three
finishes: black with white borders and
white with red or grey borders.
Compatible with Air4 Home and Air4
Receivers
The range of Air4 remotes is compatible
with the innovative Air4 Home solution
and with the Air4 Receiver and Air4
Universal Receiver.

Customized Remotes
With Silca you will be able to make your Air4 residential remotes unique by customizing
the rear. Two areas are available for printing your brand and logo, the address or phone
number of your shop, your website or any other texts or images of your choice. Minimum
order quantity: 50 pcs, assorted colours available.
Technical details and compatible models

Video tutorials

Contact your Silca representative to place your customization order.

SILCA S.p.A. Via Podgora, 20 (Z.I.) - 31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV) - Italy
Telephone +39 0438 9136 Fax +39 0438 913800

www.silca.biz

The Range
AIR4 V PLUS 128
 Replaces Air4 V Plus EU and Air4 V Plus

 Compatible with Easy Scan Plus and

IB remotes
 Copies Cardin® 128bit remotes*
 Duplicates FAAC® and Genius® ‘slave’
remotes in around a minute*
 Constantly updated with new applications. Further 128bit models coming
soon
 More internal memory: all applications
available in one remote
 Automatically updated with new applications when duplicating a remote with
Easy Scan Plus. A specific update operation no longer required

Air4 Remote Programming Software to
offer advanced features
Factory reset available with the use of
Easy Scan Plus
25% longer range compared to previous
models
10% faster head-to-head copying compared to previous models
Copies fixed and rolling code remotes
with frequencies ranging from 433.92 to
868.35 MHz (AM/FM)
Available in individual packs and packs
of 5 assorted colours







* using Easy Scan Plus and Air4 Remote Programming software via web service (internet connection needed)

AIR4 V 64

AIR4 L, L2, L IB

AIR4 Q

 Replaces Air4 V remotes
 25% longer range compared to previous

 Copies fixed code remotes and many

 Copies quartz remotes with frequen-

models
 10% faster head-to-head copying compared to previous models
 More internal memory: all applications
available in one remote
 Copies fixed and rolling code remotes
with frequencies ranging from 433.92
and 868.35 MHz (AM/FM)
 Available in individual packs and packs
of 5 assorted colours

Model
Features

Frequencies
Code type
Updateable
LED
Packaging
Customizable

of the most popular rolling code remotes using a frequency of 433.92
MHz (AM)
 Three models available to target different
markets. Contact your Silca representative for advice on the best solution for you
 Available in individual packs (except for
the L2 model) and packs of 5 assorted
colours

cies ranging from 27 to 40.685 MHz

 State-of-the-art technology with no need
for interchangeable crystals to copy this
type of remotes
 Available in the old design and three different finishes: black with white borders
and white with red or grey borders
 Available in individual packs

Air4 V Plus 128

Air4 V 64

Air4 L range

433.92 - 868.35 MHz

433.92 - 868.35 MHz

433.92 MHz

Fixed and rolling

Fixed and rolling

Fixed and rolling

Fixed

Yes

No

No

No

Orange

Orange

Green

Blue

Individual packs and
Individual packs and
Individual packs (except L2) and
packs of 5 assorted colours packs of 5 assorted colours
packs of 5 assorted colours
Yes

Yes

Yes

Air4 Q
27 - 40.685 MHz

Individual packs
No

Design

In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the purposes of information so that
any lock for which our keys are made can be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter products designs, dimensions or info to improve the
products quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

Advanced Software Features
Easy Scan Plus and Air4 Remote Programming Software
The Easy Scan Plus is the easy-to-use and portable
device that guides you through the entire duplication
process: identifying the original remote, advising which
Silca remote is needed and copying the new remote.
 Duplicate a new remote in absence of the original
 Easy search and identification of a remote with a






comprehensive database of original remotes complete with
photos
Programming 4 remotes in one Air4 now made easier with the
on-screen button function identification during programming
Easy ‘drag and drop’ programming of push button functions
Archive feature to save details of customers and remotes
copied
Immediate access to tutorial videos, A.L.S. and manual saving
on the receiver procedures
Advanced features such as copying and generating new DIP
switch remotes and frequency fine-tuning

Duplicating 128 bit, FAAC® and Genius® ‘slave’ remotes
Fast and easy. Make a copy in just a couple of minutes

On line acquisition
Data processing in progress please wait...

Cancel

1. The Easy Scan Plus reads the data
from the original remote.
FAAC® and Genius® ‘slave’ remotes require 4 readings

2. The Air4 Remote Programming
Software sends the data read to
the Silca server.

3. The Silca server processes the
data acquired.

Copy on Air4 Plus 128
Please wait

Do not remove the remote control from
the Easy Scan Plus device

4. The Silca server sends the writing data
to the Air4 Remote Programming
Software.

5. The Air4 Remote Programming
Software sends the writing data to
the Easy Scan Plus.

6. The Easy Scan Plus writes the
data on the Silca Air4 V Plus 128
remote via NFC.

Air4 Remotes are suitable for:

Garage doors

Barriers

* When combined with Air4 Receiver

Awnings

Swinging gates

Sliding gates

Pedestrian gates* Communal doors*

